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By Krista Davis

Berkley Books, United States, 2008. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. FIRST IN THE SERIES! Domestic diva Sophie Winston is about to learn that some dishes are
best served cold. Few can compete with local celebrity Natasha Smith when it comes to
entertaining, but Sophie Winston is determined to try. Her childhood rival may have stolen the
spotlight and her husband but this Thanksgiving Sophie is determined to rob Natasha of the prize
for Alexandria, Virginia s Stupendous Stuffing Shakedown. She just needs the right ingredient. But
Sophie s search for the perfect turkey takes a basting when she stumbles across a corpse. And when
the police find her name and photo inside the victim s car, Sophie will have to set her trussing aside
to solve the murder or she ll be serving up prison grub. Includes delicious recipes and entertaining
tips!.
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Definitely among the finest pdf I actually have at any time read through. It is one of the most amazing pdf i actually have study. I discovered this ebook
from my i and dad recommended this pdf to find out.
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it absolutely was writtern extremely perfectly and beneficial. You are going to like the way the blogger
compose this publication.
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